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Metropolitan Museum of Art New York, New York

wner’s Representative for multi-year facade
restoration project, Walter Sedovic Architects
managed critical financial aspects of this
tour de force. Creative bidding strategies
that virtually ensured highest quality at lowest price,
smooth operational logistics, effective communications
& consensus-driven technical peer review culminated in
a project exemplifying spirit, durability & beauty: a true
match for the priceless collections within.

Arts & Entertainment
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Eldridge Street Synagogue New York, New York

ar more than an icon of the Eastern Orthodox
movement in New York’s Lower East Side,
Eldridge Street Synagogue embodies the
struggles, aspirations, triumphs & traditions
of the immigrant experience.
A mecca for visitors of all faiths, this jewel--rededicated
on its 120th birthday and recipient of numerous awards
--was restored by Walter Sedovic Architects to meet
modern demands while retaining its patina of time.

Sacred Sites
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Kykuit Pocantico Hills, NY

et within exquisite gardens Kykuit represents
an extraordinary blend of public & private
uses comfortably coexisting; it is a model of
sustainable preservation.
Walter Sedovic Architects has been engaged to evaluate
and solve myriad problems unique to the site & integration
of multiple uses, including systems redevelopment to
protect priceless art to massive stone wall & terrace
restoration, allowing for continuous public access.

Historic Homes & House Museums
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Lighthouses Representative Projects

ighthouses evoke more human emotion
than perhaps any other building type.
Dramatically perched at the very edges of
our waterways and oceans, their setting is
as corrosive as it is romantic.
Walter Sedovic Architects has restored numerous lights
along the Eastern seaboard, successfully resolving the
confluence of history, ecology & entropy. Unique, they
share a common thread: community beacons & anchors.

AIA Honor Award 2010 | Rhody Award for Historic Preservation 2011

Industrial, Transportation & Infrastructure
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Columbia University New York, New York

olumbia University has an environmental
and fiduciary interest—not to mention
educational—in maintaining its real estate
for the long term. Walter Sedovic Architects
has implemented a vast facade & interior restoration
program of 78 buildings throughout the University’s
Morningside Heights Campus, managing a palette of
features as diverse as this extraordinary neighborhood:
from terra cotta to leaded glass to vegetative roofing.

Educational Campuses & Facilities
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HSR & HABS Various Properties

ansions, monuments, marine vessels:
whatever the building type or asset, the
National Park Service gold standard
of preservation planning applies.
Walter Sedovic Architects’ deeply embedded experience
with the development of Historic Structure Reports &
Historic American Building Survey documentation for a
wide variety of building types enriches our vocabulary
of construction technology & cultural heritage.

Preservation Planning
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National Register Historic Site & District Nominations

ince its inception in 1966, the National
Register has proved to be a potent planning
document and compilation of social, cultural,
economic & architectural elements of our
nation’s rich heritage.
Walter Sedovic Architects has prepared nominations for
a variety of sites and districts. While every site is unique,
our process and the degree of public engagement reflect
a pattern born of experience, tradition & success.

Irvington Historic District Listed 2013

Policy :: Advocacy :: Community
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Hudson Area Assn Library Hudson, New York

aving served since 1818 as an almshouse,
insane asylum, residence, orphanage &
school, this majestic “Sleeping Lion”
has for 40 years been a cultural center
for the region as the Hudson Area Association Library.
Walter Sedovic Architects created an ambitious and farreaching Sustainable Preservation Master Plan, destined
through each phase to directly benefit job creation, local
economy, education & the environment.

Cultural & Educational
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Carousel & Casino Asbury Park, New Jersey

sbury Park comprises one of the
most iconic collections of Boardwalk
amusements & buildings. Its buildings
stand witness to meteoric rise, temporal
demise and ultimate resurgence.
Following the restoration by Walter Sedovic Architects,
the Carousel has reopened as a concert & special events
venue, adding an enlivened anchor to the south terminus
of this Jersey Shore Boardwalk.

Arts & Entertainment
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JP Morgan Wall St Complex New York, New York

all Street’s iconic anchor, JPMorgan’s
historic headquarters is a collection of
stunning buildings spanning a century
of styles, technologies & adaptive uses.
Walter Sedovic Architects has provided master planning
and a coherent approach to the restoration of this colossal
set of structures, naturally reflecting the salient benefits
of optimized operations, long-term performance and
compatibility with the buildings’ embedded qualities.

Commerce Towers & Clubs
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Christ Church Bronxville Bronxville, New York

mbracing. Dynamic. Relevant. Timeless.
These descriptions are as appropriate for
the vibrant life of Christ Church Bronville
as they are for the complex of buildings
comprising the Church, designed by Bertram Goodhue.
Walter Sedovic Architects has a deep relationship with
CCB, developing sustainable projects that encompass
restoration, energy, systems performance, spatial design,
courtyard play area, operations & long-term planning.

Sacred Sites
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Heritage Railroad Cars Restoration & Reuse

orristown & Erie Railway’s brilliant
idea of restoring historic rolling stock,
combining cars to create unique “train
sets” to be rented for travel and special
occasions, has led to some extraordinary adventures.
M&E contacted WSA to adapt preservation technology
& philosophy to Morris County, a premiere private car.
Wildly popular, this dazzling restoration transports users
to the comfort & mystique of travel by rail...eras ago.

Industry :: Transportation :: Infrastructure
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Holmes Camp & Conference Holmes, New York

istoric, pristine, conservation watershed
describe just a few of the salient elements
of this idyllic 515-acre upstate retreat.
Walter Sedovic Architects, hand-selected
on the basis of their environmental stewardship & record
of sustainable preservation, is guiding development and
integration of new conference, housing & educational
facilities—creatively examining & implementing myriad
solutions embracing durability and true sense of place.

Sustainable Development
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Nuits Irvington-on-Hudson, NY

rande Dames the likes of Nuits, a remnant
of Andrew Carnegie’s influence within the
Hudson Valley, are awe-inspiring yet still
do graciously accommodate modern life.
Walter Sedovic Architects successfully blended the
needs of the present owner with those of the National
Trust easement governing the site. Project diversity
includes: new subterranean spaces, systems, grounds,
swimming pool & restoration of the historic mansion.

Historic Homes & House Museums
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Brotherhood Winery Washingtonville, New York

merica’s Oldest Winery® is a complex
representing a variety of environmental
business interests: viniculture and wine
production coupled with heritage &
agri-tourism...a natural setting for sustainable planning.
Walter Sedovic Architects developed the Master Plan
focused on long-term growth & unique site opportunities:
pairing wines & regional foods, re-establishing heirloom
vineyards and “greening” heritage buildings.

Sustainable Sites, Agritourism & Campus Planning
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Hart’s Brook Nature Preserve Greenburgh, NY
arns are often the central vestige of
sustainable site development, as this
pre-Revolutionary War site reveals.
Walter Sedovic Architects is restoring
the barn, greenhouse & grounds to support ongoing
maintenance needs for landscape & trails (dating to the
18th Century) and enhance year-round educational and
recreational events relating to environmental stewardship,
plant propogation, water resources and reclamation.

Sustainable Sites & Campus Planning
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Rye Meeting House Rye, New York

ye Meeting House, situated alongside
the Long Island Sound, is abundant in
its representation of heritage, religion,
environment, education & community:
In short, it is the embodiment of a Sustainable Site.
Walter Sedovic Architects, working with Save America’s
Treasures, is catalyzing sustainability far beyond material,
space & energy to the richness of archaeology, watershed,
indigenous planting, education & civic involvement.

Cultural & Educational
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Fraunces Tavern Museum Complex New York, NY

uintessential elements of the site where
George Washington bid his troops farewell
are celebrated in the restoration of this five
building complex--a virtual David among
the towering Goliaths of Manhattan’s Financial District.
Walter Sedovic Architects ensured that authenticity
was retained while preparing the Museum to meet the
strict requirements to display the 1215 Magna Carta &
accommodate an internationally acclaimed exhibition.

Cultural & Educational

C

Farmingdale RR Station Farmingdale, LI, NY

entral to the lives of this Long Island
community for generations, Farmingdale
Railroad Station was the 1st project in NY
to be funded by the ISTEA program, setting
the bar for hundreds of preservation projects to come.
Walter Sedovic Architects restored defining features still
cherished by the community though long lost, including
pressed metal roofing, massive operable wood windows,
subtle shades of chocolate brick & original color palette.

Industry :: Transportation :: Infrastructure
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Embassy Theatre Port Chester, New York
mbassy Theatre, designed by Thos Lamb,
opened at the height of the Vaudeville era.
Home to stage, film & dance, the Theatre
has been vacant since 1986.
Walter Sedovic Architects has been hired to identify
sources of grants & funding for restoration and to define
a program for cataloguing significant features & artifacts
as well as to develop an emergency staibilzation plan.

Arts & Entertainment
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Sofia Condominium New York, New York

eginning life as an automated parking
garage, Sofia Condominium was for
many decades also fireproof storage
before its conversion to residences. Its
rich Egyptian Revival architectural flourishes continue
to inspire, and Walter Sedovic Architects provides a deft
hand in developing myriad restoration projects across its
facades, exterior envelope & penthouse, with ongoing
consultation regarding interiors, systems & operations.

Residential Towers & Clubs
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935 Park Avenue New York, New York

ark Avenue’s vintage pre-war residences
comprise a unique collection of building
materials and construction methodologies
that are at once modern and traditional. In
turn this has led to a virtual laboratory of deterioration
pathologies and corresponding preservation remedies.
Walter Sedovic Architects has been a resonant proponent
of developing and refining enduring techniques to restore
these priceless buildings & the heritage they represent.

Residential Clubs & Towers
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AIA Sustainable Design Assessment Team
alter Sedovic FAIA LEED facilitates
myriad charrettes that invite public
discourse into the design process, putting
people first in plans for community
sustainability, resource conservation & education. He has
been invited as Team Leader & Preservation Specialist to
serve on the American Institute of Architects’ preeminent
Sustainable Design Assessment Team across the nation.

Special Assignments

